Suppose that 2 is an algebra of subsets of a set S. If B is a Banach space over the real numbers R, then H(B) =H(S, 2, B) denotes the space of bounded (supge2|||8(£)||j3< °°), 5-valued, finitely additive set functions /3 on 2. Suppose that B has a basis {bt} of unit vectors. Then the coefficient functionals p\-, i^l, of j3, determined by /3(A) =2~lbiBi(E), are elements of H(R). The purpose of this paper is to initiate a study of the interplay between /3, the sequence {p\}, and the basis {bt}. Properties which are obtained are used to establish some Radon-Nikodym theorems relating ^EH(B) and a£/7(4), 4 a Banach space over R.
Let us begin by recalling that because {&,} is a basis for B and \\bi\\ =1,*^1, it follows [8, are also finitely additive, {/3,-j is a bounded sequence of elements of H(R). Moreover, since 2^bikiEB implies that lim X, = 0, it follows that lim /3f(JE) =0, ££2. This latter property permits us to assert that the sequence jj3;j converges weakly to zero if 2 is a sigma algebra [6] . The following example shows that, in general, this is not the case. Example 1. Let e,= {8»/}jai, &u=l if i=j and 5,-y = 0 if i^j. Then {e,-} is a sequence of unit vectors which is a basis for the space c0 of sequences of real numbers which converge to zero. Let 20 be an algebra of subsets of a set So such that there exists a bounded sequence {7,} of elements of H(S0, 20, R) satisfying (1) lim,y,(£)=0, ££20and
(2) the sequence {7;} does not converge weakly to zero.
Let yEH(S0, 2", c") be defined by y(E) = ZerY,-(E).
Example 1 shows that if we wish to conclude that |/3i} converges weakly to zero, then we must impose additional conditions somewhere. We shall first consider a condition on /3 and then conditions on B. The condition which we shall impose on /? is a natural condition to impose when seeking to compare f3 with an element a of H(A) (see [ The following example shows that the converse to Theorem 1 is not true.
Example 2. Suppose that N is the set of positive integers and that T is the sigma algebra of all subsets of N. Suppose that P is the linear span, over R, of the sequences e,= {5,-y}yfei, is normed by || {.t} ;|| = sup{ | xx\ , (| x2\ + | x8| ), (| x4| + | x6| + | *«| ), • ■ • }, and let X denote the completion of P. Then X is represented as a space of sequences. Moreover, because lim x, = 0, whenever x= |x,} E X, it follows that {<?<} isa basis for X. Fori^l, \et(3iEH(N, F, R) be defined by p\(P) = l/fe if iEEk = {i: (k-l)k<2i^k(k + l)} and iEE, and p\-(P)=0 otherwise. Let l3(E) = E«A(P)-Then @EH(N, F, X) and, hence because T is a sigma algebra, {j3,} converges weakly to zero. Moreover, lim v(j3{, S)=0 which of course, also implies weak convergence to zero. Nevertheless, {Ek} is a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of F and |||8(Pa)|| =1, k^l.
If {/3j} is a sequence of elements of H(R) satisfying 2ii(/3;, S) < <x> and /3 is defined by (3(P) = E&ifr(P)< then (3EH(B) and lim||/3(P;)|| =0 whenever {Pi} is a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of 2. (Even more is true, namely, 2||/3(P;)|| < °o.) Thus additional conditions on B are not necessary in order that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 be satisfied. We shall introduce two growth conditions on a Banach space with basis and show (Theorem 3) that one of them implies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
The statement that {bt} satisfies condition Gi means that if each of M and e is a positive number, then there is a positive number 5 = o(M, t) such that if n is a positive integer, x=^jiinbiKi, y = bn+x\n+x, ||x|| gM, and ||y|| ^e, then ||x+y|| ^J|x|l+5.
Notice that if condition Gi is satisfied, then {bi} is a monotone basis: || Ei£i»&»X;|| g|| E«'sm-i &<X<||. We might also mention that 5(M,e) = M8(l,e/M).
The statement that {bi} satisfies condition G2 means that if (M, e) is a pair of positive numbers, then there is a positive number y(M,e) such that if lgw<p, x= E*'sn &;X,-y = E«<-sp ^iX,-, ||x|| g if, and ||y|| ^e, then ||x-f-y|| ^||x||+7(Af, e).
It is clear that if {bt} satisfies G2, then it also satisfies Gi (o(M, e) 2^7(M, e)). We are unaware of an example where Gi is satisfied but G2 is not. We shall next show that if Gi is satisfied, then {p\} converges weakly to zero. Then we shall show that if G2 is satisfied, then the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied. (5) which is impossible.
Let us now turn to a discussion of some Radon-Nikodym theorems. We begin with brief resume of some pertinent history.
The classical Radon-Nikodym theorem (e.g. [9, Theorem III.10.2]) asserts that if 2 is a sigma algebra and X is a countably additive element of H(C) where C denotes the complex numbers, then X can be given an integral representation with respect to a nonnegative, countably additive element p of H(R) if, and only if, X is absolutely continuous with respect to p.
In [2] . The approach used in [7] will be applied hereinafter to elements of H(B).
While there are several possible definitions of absolute continuity which might be appropriate, we choose the following. The statement that T is a (2, M)-simple function means that P is a function on 5 to M and, moreover, there is a finite partition ir = {Ei}i<;n of Sin 2 (i.e., P,E2, i^n) such that Pis constant on the elements P< of ir. Henceforth, suppose that A has a basis {a{} oi unit vectors.
Theorem 4. Suppose that A is n-dimensional, that B is m-dimensional, and that a<<Cft Then there is a sequence Tk of (2, P(P, A))-simple functions such that Umk\a -fTkd^\B(S)=0.
Proof. From a «j3 and |a,(P)| g2MA||a(P)|| it follows that a,«ft Moreover, letting aa=a!iAft, where a.Aft denotes that part of a, which is absolutely continuous with respect to ft (see e.g. [2] ), and aij=(at-Ek;<*<*)Aft for i<j^m, it follows that a«la,-, if j^k and also that a,-= E/s»>aa-For ig» and jgm there is a sequence {fijk}kn of (2, P)-simple functions such that lim* v(atj -ffijkdBj, S) = 0.
Let Tk(x) be the transformation whose matrix with respect to the bases {a,} and {bj} is given by (fijk(x))i.j. Then Tk is a sequence of (2, L(B, A) ) simple functions and lim* \a-fTkd&\s(S)=0.
In the next theorem it will be convenient to have the following notation. For each positive integer m, let Bm be defined by Bm(E) = 2ZismbiBi(E), ££2. 
